Page. Clause
No.
17
3.2 A

Condition

Query Abstract

Consortium 1) How many
members can
constitute a
consortium? Is there a
maximum cap?
Consortium 2) If a foreign
company is part of the
consortium what are
the requirements for
company formation if
the consortium is
selected as successful
bidder
Net worth 3)What are the
of foreign documents that need to
firm
be submitted for
establishing the
financial credentials
for the foreign firm for
net worth/turnover
eligibility

24

3.6 (2)

19

3.2 B
(5)

23

3.5

34

4.6.1

Shortlisting
of Bidder

18

3.2 B
(1)

This clause
must

4) Is there a minimum
stake holding for any
member of the
consortium? Can the
member have zero
stake-holding? (Ex.
One of the members is
providing technical
qualification only to
the consortium)
Selection of bidders to
be based on rate
offered to the
developers. There is no
rate format provided in
the RfP doc.
As per the bid, the
bidder is required to

Clarifications
Consortium not
exceeding 3 partners.
Prime bidder with two
partners.
Conditions as specified
in RfP document clause
3.2 A (II) & (III) are
confirmed

Net worth Certificate
duly signed by the
Indian Chartered
Accountant and the
annual report including
the audited balance
sheet, profit & loss
accounts for the
financial years 201415,2015-16 & 2016-17
shall have to be
submitted.
The percentage of
minimum shareholding
shall be indicated as
specified in clause (5)
of format 5.5 of RfP.

Shortlisting of bidders
will be done based on
the factors specified in
clause 4.6.1. of RfP.

Conditions as specified
in RfP document clause

remove

19

3.2 B
(3)

demonstrate 10% of
the land its own name
and an authorization
for the remaining 90%.
This is an added cost
and burden on the
bidder as without
being selected at least
to the RFP it is
impossible for any
bidder to demonstrate
this.
Can we divide
the500MW to two
locations
i.e.,250MW at each
location (1250acres)?
If yes, then
can weconnect each
location to a different
sub-station, as it is
unlikely to obtain
evacuation clearance
from TANGEDCO
of500MW at a
singleSS

22

3.4.2
(4)

Can we change the
land post the EOI
stage?

Should we specify the
SS details at the time
of applying for the
EOI?

3.2 B are confirmed.

Yes. As per MNRE
latest instruction,
setting up of 500 MW
solar park in Tamil
Nadu at two locations
in close vicinity each
measuring 1250 acres
is acceptable. However,
the entire capacity of
500 MW may be
treated as a single solar
park and to be
developed by only one
Solar Power Park
Developer (SPPD). The
evacuation is from
single 400 KV Susstation only.
EOI is to know the
credential of the
interested parties.
However, the details to
be provided in the RfP
will only be considered
for shortlisting of
bidders.
EOI process had
already completed. The
details to be provided
in the RfP will only be
considered for
evaluation.

9

1.4

What if evacuation is
rejected by
TANGEDCO after
being shortlisted
byTEDA? Arranging
2500 acres at another
location is impossible.
What are the next steps
then? Will the bidder
be eligible for getting
the EMDback?
Is connection possible
to CTU? If so, can
separate evacuation be
done just for 20%
(whatever is required
for state DISCOM
offtake) to STU, and
the remaining to CTU?
If answer to both
questions is yes, then,
can there be a lower
voltage level of
connection for STU
(instead of just
400kV).

EMD will be refunded.

Conditions as specified
in RfP document clause
1.4 and as per the
scheme guidelines
issued by MNRE are
confirmed.

